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Chapter 3

The Dual-path model

In this chapter I describe and motivate the architecture of the Dual-path pro-

duction model and its semantic representations. An example will be given to

illustrate how the model produces sentences from such representations. I will

then review important properties of this model and summarize past research

with it.

3.1 Limitations of the SRN approach

The adequacy of neural networks, and specifically the SRN, as models of language learn-

ing and processing has been challenged in a number of ways. But few of these criticisms

seem to be pointing towards fundamental limitations of the SRN architecture as such.

Rather they are often based on preconceptions regarding the nature of syntactic rep-

resentations. It might be argued, for instance, that unlike humans the SRN does not

‘truly’ represent hierarchical phrase structure or long-distance dependencies but merely

records transitional probabilities between constituents. Objections along these lines are

irrefutable by computational simulations, because no behaviorally adequate connectio-

nist system could invalidate the empirical premiss of the argument. A good example of

this kind of controversy can be found in the debate ensuing a study by Marcus et al.

(1999) of rule-learning in infants (Altmann and Dienes, 1999; Christiansen and Curtin,

1999b,a; Eimas, 1999; Marcus, 1999a,b,c; McClelland and Plaut, 1999; Negishi, 1999; Sei-

denberg and Elman, 1999a,b). Nonetheless, the standard SRN model is limited when

compared to human linguistic behavior. These limitations, however, do not invalidate

the SRN approach in a principled manner. Moreover, they can be overcome by extend-

ing the SRN architecture appropriately and this chapter describes an attempt in this

direction.

3.1.1 Meaning

Learning a language involves learning to map meaning representations (message for

short) onto sequences of words in production, and vice versa in comprehension. This
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46 Chapter 3. The Dual-path model

mapping is mediated and constrained by syntactic knowledge. Thus, linguistic be-

havior is a transduction process between different kinds of representations, messages

and sequences of words. Standard SRNs which have been used in language learning

(e.g., Servan-Schreiber et al., 1991; Elman, 1991; Christiansen and Chater, 1999b) map se-

quences of words onto sequences of word categories as shown in Figure 3.1. Perhaps the
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Figure 3.1: Sequential computation of an SRN in a word prediction task.

most obvious limitation of these models is that they do not explicitly represent lexical

or sentence meaning. When processing sentences, the SRN does not associate semantic

representations with word sequences and is therefore neither a model of production or

comprehension proper. Rather, an SRN can be viewed as a stochastic part-of speech

tagger which predicts grammatical sequences of word categories (see Steedman, 1999).

Such stochastic tagging may be part of the human language system, in particular in

comprehension, but it is not an overt process in human linguistic behavior. Of course,

the lack of meaning in standard SRN is not an inherent limitation of the mechanism.

In order to function as either comprehension or production model, the SRN can be aug-

mented with a meaning system (e.g., St. John and McClelland, 1992; Dell et al., 1999). In

these models, the SRN is a subcomponent which helps to learn mappings between word

sequences and semantic features. The Dual-path model (Chang, 2002; Chang, Dell, and

Bock, 2006) which is introduced in this chapter is such an extension of the SRN archi-

tecture which can both represent the intended meaning of a sequence of words as well

as the semantics of words in its lexical layers.

Adding semantic representations to the SRN is not merely a gimmick to render the

model more realistic with respect to human linguistic behavior. The use of semantic

information might be an essential aspect of acquisition and processing itself. Adult

speakers use language to convey meaning, and it has been argued that children must

also use meaning in syntactic development if they are to acquire adult-like linguistic

representations (MacNamara, 1972; Pinker, 1984; Tomasello, 2003). In the development

of vocabulary, for instance, it has been suggested that children draw on observation,

world knowledge and other extra-linguistic context to first establish the semantic prop-

erties of words. From these properties, word categories are inferred and the syntactic

relations between words can be derived from the semantic relations between referents

in observed events. On this view of syntactic development (semantic bootstrapping),

“semantic representation[s] [are] part of the input to the language acquisition mecha-

nisms” (Pinker, 1989, p. 39). On a different view (syntactic bootstrapping), syntax is a

cue to word meaning in that, for example, children supposedly rely on the number and

types of arguments of a verb to infer its meaning (Fisher et al., 1991). In early linguistic

experience, children often simultaneously observe objects and events while listening to
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adult speech. The visual stimulus and the syntactic context of word occurrence have to

be paired. The semantic and syntactic bootstrapping hypotheses differ in their direction

of explanation. On the former view, meaning is inferred from the visual stimulus and

drives syntactic development, on the latter syntactic context drives the construction of

meaning which is mapped onto the visual stimulus. The vast amount of literature and

the complexity of the issue prohibit a closer look at this debate here. It appears, though,

that the controversy is difficult to resolve for a number of reasons. First, different pro-

cesses might drive the acquisition of different classes of words. Semantic bootstrapping

might better explain noun learning because referents are usually objects in the visual

environment, while syntactic bootstrapping might better explain verb learning. Notice

also that much of the experimental evidence for syntactic bootstrapping of verb mean-

ing with nonce words depends on previously learned nominals occurring in a syntactic

frame. Secondly, both kinds of bootstrapping might operate in parallel. A child might

infer the meaning of a word from the visual stimulus and then check whether this in-

terpretation is consistent with the syntactic context in which the word occurred. Third,

it is difficult to nail either hypothesis experimentally, because often an alternative ac-

count of the data can be given from the opposite theoretical angle. In a classical study by

Brown (1957), for instance, children were presented with sentences such as He’s daxing

him together with pictures of unusual events and they chose a picture of an action as

the referent of daxing, rather than an object or substance. It was suggested that it is the

verb morphology (-ing) which supported this choice. But it might just as well be argued

that children inferred the thematic core of ‘someone doing something to someone else’

and chose an action because they could fix the referents of the pronouns in the depicted

event. In this way, the meaning of the novel word daxing could have been constructed

from the meaning of the utterance as a whole.

A related point has been stressed in the acquisition of argument structure (Gropen

et al., 1989). Purely syntactic accounts cannot easily explain why some verbs can occur

in the dative alternation, but others can only occur in prepositional datives (but not the

double object dative). If events are construed as ‘causing a thing to change location’

(prepositional dative) versus ‘causing a person to change his possessions’ (double object

dative), however, not all verb meanings are compatible with change of possession in a

double object frame (e.g., drive, push). Thus, the meaning of verbs is not determined

by syntactic variations in the phrase structure in which they occur (syntactic bootstrap-

ping), but on the contrary the syntactic properties of verbs (in which dative structure

they could be used) derive from the semantics of the entire construction.1 On this ac-

count, meaning is primary not derivative, it is the explanans of syntactic development

rather than its outcome. In order to capture the idea that meaning drives syntactic

development, a computational learning model needs to be equipped with semantic rep-

resentations.

In adult processing a similar divide exists between syntacto-centric and multiple-

constraints accounts which emphasize the role of meaning and other sources of infor-

1See also Tomasello (2003), Goldberg (2006), and Chapter 5.
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mation in the resolution of ambiguities during comprehension. The view that syntactic

processing is prior to and largely independent of semantic and contextual processing

has been advocated, e.g., by Frazier and Rayner (1982) and Ferreira and Clifton (1986).

On these accounts ambiguities are resolved first in a purely syntactic fashion, regard-

less of available non-syntactic information. Multiple-constraints accounts, on the other

hand, propose that the processor continuously evaluates several syntactic alternatives

against information from the non-linguistic context and takes into consideration the se-

mantic and thematic appropriateness of possible arguments in each phrase (MacDonald

et al., 1994; Trueswell and Tanenhaus, 1994; Spivey-Knowlton and Sedivy, 1995). These

accounts are supported by a wealth of more recent evidence from psycholinguistic and

neuroscientific research, suggesting that non-syntactic information directly influences

comprehension. In eye-tracking studies of comprehension, for instance, it has been

shown that visual information and knowledge about events and their participants guides

the interpretation of sentences before syntactic dependencies (between verb and direct

object in single-clause sentences) are resolved (Altmann and Kamide, 1999; Kamide et al.,

2003). The influence of non-linguistic context has also been demonstrated in the res-

olution of syntactic ambiguities created by prepositional phrases (Spivey et al., 2002).

Semantic effects on comprehension have been investigated in a number of studies and

it was shown that the thematic fit between sentence-initial nouns and a particular verb

can influence expectations in comprehension (Trueswell et al., 1994; McRae et al., 1997;

McRae et al., 1998; Spivey-Knowlton and Tanenhaus, 1998). Ferreira (2003) has argued

that semantic anomalies can determine the interpretation of sentences even when this

interpretation is in conflict with the syntactically unambiguous surface form. Recording

event-related potentials during sentence comprehension, several studies indicate that

semantic and syntactic processing operate in parallel (Kim and Osterhout, 2005) and

are integrated as soon as relevant information becomes available (Brink and Hagoort,

2004; Friedrich and Kotz, 2007). These findings suggest that meaning and other types

of non-syntactic information are non-redundant in language learning and processing,

and point to a fundamental limitation of the SRN approach.

3.1.2 Definiteness

Natural language syntax includes constructions such as relative clauses which separate

the head noun from the verb that agrees with it in number. For instance, in the sentence

(1) ��� ���� ��	� ��� 
�� ��	��
 	� ��	���� �� ��� �	
���

the head noun ��� ���� requires the plural auxiliary 	� after the relative clause. This

relation between elements is often called unbounded long-distance dependency because

there is no a priori bound on how many embeddings can separate dependent constitu-

ents. It is crucial to the processing of natural language syntax that such non-adjacent

dependencies can be maintained. Although SRN learning is based on extracting depen-

dencies between adjacent constituents, it was argued in the previous chapter that under
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some conditions SRN can detect non-adjacent dependencies due to time-delayed recur-

rence. Once the relative clause in (1) is complete, the prediction task of the SRN becomes

deterministic in that a verb form must be predicted which agrees with the head noun

in number. Predictions of the structural properties of the content between the depen-

dent elements, however, are non-deterministic. The SRN activates every grammatical

continuation which is consistent with the input distribution at choice points between

non-adjacent dependencies. Consider a simple language which only contains an ar-

ticle, singular nouns, a relative pronoun and transitive verbs, and which can express

sentences such as (2) and various types of relative clause constructions such as (3).

(2) ��� ��� ��� ��� 	
��

(3) ��� ��� �� ��� ��� ��
��� ��� ��� 	
��

When presented with the joint initial segment of (2) and (3), the noun phrase ��� ���,

an SRN trained on such a language, predicts the onset of the embedded clause in the

weak sense of activating lexical items from several word categories which are possible

legal continuations. For example, it might activate the class of transitive verbs and also

the relative pronoun, depending on the frequency of subject-modifying relative clauses

in the training corpus. When the network encounters the relative pronoun �� it might

predict an article as in (3) or a transitive verb as in

(4) ��� ��� �� ��
��� ��� ��� ��� ��� 	
��

Once it encounters the noun phrase ��� ��� in (3) it will predict the relative clause

verb, yet another embedding, and so forth. Thus, the SRN predicts a probability dis-

tribution of all possible next elements and it lacks the definiteness of human sentence

production. Unlike humans, the SRN is not generating a single target structure but

conditional grammatical continuations. This non-determinism is not problematic when

assessing SRN learning because model performance can be measured against the dis-

tributional properties of the training corpus. Ideally, the SRN has learned to perfectly

reproduce the conditional probabilities in the input. In sentence production, however,

performance should be measured against a specific target utterance, not against dis-

tributional properties of the learning environment. As the SRN approach to language

processing suggests, how fast and how well a linguistic construction is learned may

critically depend on frequency in the linguistic input (both at the level of individual

structures and substructures). But in production, speakers go beyond reproducing input

frequencies in that they select a definite structure (perhaps from several syntactic alter-

natives) to convey an intended meaning. In other words, a production event is not a

function of the totality of linguistic experience but of ones current communicative goal,

although the easewith which production is achieved may be a direct function of the for-

mer.2 Hence, apart from the absence of semantic representations in SRN, the nature of

2It was argued in Ferreira (2003), however, that relative processing difficulty in humans does not

solely depend on surface frequency.
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SRN mappings indicates that they might not be well-suited for the study of production.

These are fairly trivial observations about SRN and human behavior, which nonetheless

might have important consequences for modelling language learning and processing.

It is a symptom of the lack of definiteness in SRN, for instance, that these models also

learn sequences of words (or word categories) which are ungrammatical. In the above

toy language example, the SRN learns that noun phrases are followed by transitive

verbs or relative pronouns and that verbs are followed by noun phrases or superordinate

clause verbs. Thus, in a trained state it might activate a sequence of word categories

which corresponds to ungrammatical sentences such as

(5) ���� ��� ��	
�
 ��� ��� ��� ��� 	��

Since the SRN overlays statistical information from different input structures, it might

develop representations that do not always allow the model to reject structures which

are locally grammatical but ungrammatical globally.3 While it is one of the main

strengths of the SRN model to generalize by overlaying information from different in-

put structures, the learned mappings might not be sufficiently constrained. Semantic

representations which fix the models larger communicative goal (conveying a particu-

lar message) in a prediction sequence will constrain the learned mapping more tightly

than local conditional expectations, because no meaning input in the model’s experience

corresponds to ungrammatical sentences such as (5).

In a neural network model definiteness requires that only the most active output

units (words or categories) in a production sequence are evaluated in testing. An utter-

ance is discounted as ungrammatical if the most active predictions mismatch the target

word/category anywhere in the sequence. In order to achieve definiteness the model

must in some way or other represent communicative goals, for example the intended

meaning of an utterance. Such representations will change the learning task for the

model, both algorithmically and conceptually. An SRN maps word sequences onto dis-

tributions of word categories, whereas a production model which represents meaning

will map from messages to word sequences. The main task of an SRN is to extract the

statistical regularities in the input to be able to predict items in a sequence. A pro-

duction model with additional meaning input learns to transduce between data types,

semantic representations and sentence forms. The statistical regularities of the training

corpus may influence the model in learning a meaning-to-form mapping but to extract

these regularities is not the primary task of such a model. Rather, the task of a pro-

duction model is to find suitable mappings between messages and definite forms. This

might force the model to develop representations which are quite different from SRN

representations because in order to produce definite forms, input messages need to be

separated more distinctly in hidden space than input structures in SRN learning. How

well a meaning-form mapping for some structure is learned in such a model might be

3Whether this indeed happens will depend on the particular input language and training conditions.

An example of such non-discriminatory behavior will be given in Chapter 7, drawn from a simulation by

Lewis and Elman (2001).
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modulated by distributional properties of the input, but it might also depend on other

factors. Two structures could be semantically similar but very different in form and

therefore hard to distinguish despite being frequent in the input. On the other hand, two

structures could have overlapping semantic features and share subsequences of words

in their sentence form and this might facilitate learning both structures even if they are

infrequent in the input.4 Language processing as meaning-to-form transduction, and

the resulting definiteness of expression, are two important properties of the Dual-path

model which the SRN lacks.

3.1.3 Symbolic generalization

A third limitation of the SRN approach lies in its exclusive reliance on experience to

produce sentences. There is ample evidence that language learners are sensitive to the

statistical regularities of the ambient language they hear at different levels of linguistic

behavior. For instance, in speech stream segmentation children draw on transitional

probabilities to learn word boundaries (Saffran et al., 1996; Johnson and Jusczyk, 2001).

Distributional regularities in the linguistic environment support the acquisition of syn-

tactic categories (Redington et al., 1998; Mintz, 2003) and frequency information can aid

syntactic disambiguation (MacDonald et al., 1994). Statistical learning may therefore

provide children with powerful mechanisms to structure linguistic experience and ex-

ploit the rich sources of information in the ambient language, but it may nonetheless be

insufficient for language acquisition for two reasons. The non-linguistic environment is

perceptually open, i.e., there is an unbounded variety of unprecedented event tokens that

a speaker must be able to describe using familiar words in novel combinations. On the

other hand, natural language itself is lexically open in that it can recruit novel words to

fill the slots of familiar constructions. In addition, languages are combinatorial in struc-

ture, so no amount of experience covers their expressivity. Both forms of openness—

linguistic and non-linguistic—require the generalization of linguistic knowledge beyond

immediate experience and learning context and models of language acquisition should

exhibit the flexibility to accommodate such generalization.

SRN with localist word representations are lexically specific (and so is the Dual-path

model), and they cannot easily handle lexical openness. Moreover, it has been suggested

that the SRN cannot use a familiar lexical item w in a learned syntactic frame F unless
it has experienced the word w in F during training (Marcus, 1998). Marcus argues, for

instance, that SRNs which are exposed to identity relations such as “a rose is a rose”

or “a tulip is a tulip”, cannot generalize a novel word “blicket” to form the sentence

“a blicket is a blicket” without exposure to this particular sentence. In the words of

Marcus, SRNs cannot extrapolate beyond their training set, whereas humans have no

difficulty in producing instances of the identity relation over novel words. If language

processing employs symbolic capabilities, this form of generalization is not problematic.

4Effects of interference and facilitation between structures are discussed in more detail in Chapters 5

and 8.
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Symbolic processing comprises at least two capacities, (i) the ability to bind instances

to variables, and (ii) the use of variables in rules or primitive operations. A model of

language processing which represents the identity relation as a template “a X is a X” and

binds lexical items to these variable slots would be able to produce such structures over

novel words. SRNs, on the other hand, do not develop ‘abstract variable-based frames’

(Chang, 2002) and cannot bind lexical instances to variable slots. The representations

the SRN develops in the identity task are entirely shaped by experience and this causes

difficulty in using them to generate novel sentences.

It was a major motivation for the Dual-path model architecture to augment a con-

nectionist system (such as an SRN) with a variable-binding mechanism to investigate

whether this mechanism would yield human-like symbolic behavior in the resulting

hybrid system. At the same time it was aimed at retaining the statistical nature of con-

nectionist learning in this system to balance symbolic processing with knowledge of the

distributional regularities in the linguistic environment (cf. Chang, 2002, p. 610).

3.2 Features of the Dual-path model

The Dual-path model has three important architectural features which I will briefly

describe in this section. The complete model configuration will be illustrated and ex-

plained in detail in the following section.

3.2.1 Separate pathways

The Dual-path model is a model of sentence production and syntactic development.

As previously mentioned, it consists of an SRN extended with a system to represent

sentence meaning. Both components—the SRN and the meaning system—are arranged

to form separate information channels or pathways. One pathway, the standard SRN,

learns distributional regularities over sequences of words and develops distributed rep-

resentations of word categories. In sentence production, this sequencing network en-

forces constraints on the order of classes of sentence constituents.

The second pathway, called the message-lexical system, is a feedforward network

which has hidden layers to represent the meaning of words and the thematic roles of

event participants (e.g., agent, patient, theme, experiencer, recipient, goal, lo-

cation, etc.). The message-lexical system learns to map the conceptual content of the

sentence meaning onto corresponding word forms. It also learns to activate thematic

roles in the right order within a sentence, a mechanism which will be explained below.

Thus, at each position in a sentence, the message-lexical system activates sentence-spe-

cific, ‘meaning-related possibilities’ and the sequencing system activates ‘syntactically

appropriate possibilities’ (cf. Chang, 2002, p. 622).

The two pathways of the Dual-path model intersect at the hidden-layer of the se-

quencing network and at the output word-layer where they compete (or cooperate) to
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produce the next word in a sequence.5 For example, early in learning the message-lexi-

cal system might activate verbs from different clauses in a sentence, e.g., a transitive and

an intransitive verb, whereas the sequencing system activates all verbs in the transitive

verb class. Since activation of both subsystems is summed at the output, the joint activa-

tion of a specific transitive verb will win this slot. Or, the message-lexical system might

activate a transitive verb whereas the sequencing system activates a function word,

e.g., a relative pronoun. In this case both pathways compete and the more active unit

will win the slot. The subsystems learn different types of information, the integration

of which ensures that words which are adequate to express the sentence meaning are

produced at the right position of an utterance. The separation of these pathways is mo-

tivated by a study of sentence production (Bock and Cutting, 1992), which showed that

sentence structure in production is influenced by distinct factors from lexical-semantic

and syntactic processing.

3.2.2 The what-where division

In spatial processing of visual information, there are two tasks to be performed. Objects

in the visual array need to be located and identified. Both tasks are dissociated. We

can identify and categorize objects we perceive without having to describe their exact

spatial position, and we can locate objects, e.g., obstacles in spatial navigation, without

having to identify them first. Landau and Jackendoff (1993) suggested that this separa-

tion correlates with two different modules in the functional organization of the visual

system in the brain, a ‘what’-system for object categorization and a ‘where’-system for

object location. Both systems perform distinct subtasks but can temporarily be associ-

ated to locate a specific object, or to identify an object in a specific position. A system

which could not perform these tasks independently would not recognize familiar objects

in novel locations and would not be able to locate unfamiliar objects. But if both tasks,

object identification and location, are functionally separate and can be linked together,

the compound system can generalize to novel perceptual episodes.

In language production, familiar words can be used in novel sentence positions with-

out a fundamental change in their lexical meaning. On the other hand, different words

with distinct lexical meaning can assume the same position in a sentence. Thematic

roles indicate the semantic relationship between the predicate and an argument of a

sentence. Where in a sentence a word can be placed is constrained by which thematic

role it can occupy, although the nature of such constraints is an issue of much contro-

versy (see Goldberg, 2006). For instance, inanimate objects cannot usually occupy the

recipient role in dative constructions, such as the ditransitive He gave the dog the toy,

but they can always occupy the theme role (here: toy). The stipulated similarity between

words in language processing and objects in spatial processing is that lexical meaning

corresponds to object categorization and thematic role assignment corresponds to object

5I will use small capitals to denote layers of the Dual-path model throughout, and normal fonts to talk

about neural network layers in general.
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location. The thematic role of a constituent determines in which sentence position the

constituent is placed (where) and the lexical meaning of a constituent determines who

or what is placed there.

This analogy motivated the second important architectural feature of the Dual-path

model. Different aspects of sentence meaning, such as concepts and thematic roles,

are represented at different layers of the model. Concepts are locally represented by

units in the so-called what-layer and thematic roles are locally represented by units

in another, physically and functionally distinct layer, the so-called where-layer. As in

spatial processing, concepts and thematic roles in these layers can temporarily be bound

together by dynamically changing connection weights. Thus, it is possible to encode

sentence meaning in such a way that different concepts (what information) can occupy

the same thematic role (where information) and that the same concept could be assigned

different thematic roles. Building the model, it was hypothesized that in this manner

the Dual-path model architecture would inherit the generalization capabilities observed

in visual processing.

3.2.3 Event semantics

Aspects of the Dual-path model are inspired by a construction grammar approach to

language. By Goldbergs definition, constructions are form-meaning pairs which are

neither compositional nor derivational (Goldberg, 1995). They can be atomic or complex,

concrete or schematic, they have a holistic meaning and are basic linguistic units. For

example, the mapping of the phonetic form [kæt] to the concept [CAT] is an atomic,
concrete construction, and the mapping of the form [Subj V Obj Obl] to the semantic

structure [X causes Y to move Z] is a complex, schematic construction. The latter

is the caused-motion ‘argument structure’-construction, which is instantiated by the

sentence

(6) �� ������ ��� 	
�� 
���� ��� ������ (caused-motion)

Many different verbs and prepositional phrases can feature in the caused-motion con-

struction, but it is not the syntactic properties of these constituents as listed in the

lexicon which determine whether they are admissible arguments. Rather, constructions

themselves select arguments which conform with their semantic and syntactic proper-

ties. Thus, non-prototypical verbs can be inserted into schematic constructions to yield

innovative sentences such as

(7) �� ������� ��� �
���� �� ��� �
	���

The meaning of sentence (7) is not a function of its constituents (cf. Goldberg, 1995).

The intransitive verb ������ is used in an independent syntactic frame with its own

meaning in which it becomes interpreted transitively. Argument structure constructions

are schematic abstractions over event types which are basic to human experience, for

instance caused-motion, transfer, or acting on.
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In the Dual-path model, sentence meaning is represented in the message-lexical

system. A representational distinction is made between atomic concepts and complex

constructions. Whereas the meaning of atomic concepts is locally represented by units

in the what-layer (and learnable connection weights to word forms), the meaning of

complex constructions is represented by activation patterns in a dedicated event se-

mantics-layer. The event semantics marks the differences and, crucially, also the sim-

ilarities between distinct constructions. For instance, there is a metaphorical similarity

between the caused-motion construction in its central sense

(8) X causes Y to move Z: ��� ����� ��� 	
� ���� ��� 
���

and the transfer construction

(9) X causes Z to receive Y: ��� �
�� ��� ������� �� �
�
�

Both constructions share the causation and motion event features. This similarity is

reflected in the event semantics of the Dual-path model in that the same event roles are

used to encode the meaning of both constructions. In particular, the goal (��� 
��) of

caused-motion in sentence (8) and the recipient (�
�
) of transfer in sentence (9)

are collapsed onto the Z role in the event semantics. Representing similarities among

constructions by shared features and similar patterns of activation in the event seman-

tics, the model is able to generalize acquired knowledge from one construction to related

constructions that share common event features. Examples of the event semantics mes-

sage component in the model will be given below. The sensitivity of children and adults

to event features of particular syntactic forms is well attested in the psycholinguistic

literature (Fisher et al., 1991; Gropen et al., 1991; Kaschak and Glenberg, 2000).

3.3 Dual-path model architecture explained

In this section, the full Dual-path model architecture will be presented, and the two

subsystems described in more detail. As was mentioned before, the sequencing pathway

is a standard simple recurrent network as explained in the previous chapter.

3.3.1 Sequencing system

The Dual-path model maps meaning representations, which it receives as input, onto

sequences of words. It learns in an error-based word-to-word prediction paradigm. The

cword- and word-layers are the word input and output layers, respectively, of the

model (Figure 3.2). In all experiments that will be discussed subsequently, an artificial

English-like language of varying complexity was used. Lexical items in these languages,

as well as morphological markers for tense, aspect and number, are represented locally

at these layers. That is, each lexical item occupies exactly one node which signals the

presence or absence of a word in a sequence by being switched on or off. Activation,
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Figure 3.2: The Dual-path model architecture.

however, could be graded at the cword input, depending on the processing mode, and

at the word output, due to the specific activation function used. Localist representa-

tions of one word by one unit may seem simplistic but they have the advantage that all

lexical items viewed as vectors in input space are orthogonal by design. Thus, no se-

mantic bias is induced by the experimenters’ choice of features as in distributed lexical

representations (cf. Page, 2000).

In the sequencing system, solid arrows in the diagram represent full learnable con-

nectivity between layers and indicate the direction of activation spread. In other words,

in a layer which is the source of a solid arrow, every unit is connected to every unit in

the target layer, and activation can only propagate in the direction of the arrow. The

strength of these connections is gradually adjusted in learning by backpropagation of

error. Dashed arrows indicate copy-back connections along which the activation state

of one layer is copied onto another. For instance, at each word in a sentence, the ac-

tivation state of the hidden-layer is copied to the context-layer and fed back to the

hidden-layer at the next word. In this way, the context-layer provides the hidden-

layer with a working memory system which enables the sequencing system to learn

temporal contingencies in the input. Similarly, the dashed arrow between the word-

and the cword-layer indicates that the model’s word output in each sentence position

is copied back to the input cword-layer on the subsequent time step. Thus, the model

constantly monitors its own production output and predicts the next word based on the

previous word plus its knowledge of the context of uttering this word, active in the

hidden-layer.

Between the lexical layers and the hidden-layer, the sequencing system is equipped

with special compress- and ccompress-layers (see Elman, 1991) which are roughly 1/3
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the size of the hidden-layer. These layers ensure that the model develops abstract

representations of word categories instead of word-specific representations. This will

be shown in more detail in Chapter 5. In addition to the activation from the ccompress-

layer, the hidden units receive input from the context-layer which holds a copy of the

previous time-step activation state of the hidden units. Through the compress-layer

bottleneck, the hidden-layer then maps to the lexical output layer (word).

3.3.2 Message-lexical system

The message-lexical system is a feedforward network which holds the representations

of sentence meaning in the Dual-path production model (Figure 3.2). This message is

mapped to the same lexical layer to which the sequencing system projects.

To represent a sentence message, several special layers are sandwiched between the

hidden- and the word-layer in the message-lexical system, a semantic what-layer and

a thematic where-layer. The what-layer contains units which stand for concepts that

represent the meaning of words in the lexical layers. This encoding is again localist,

one unit represents one concept. In general, the what-layer is smaller than the lexical

layers because it only represents the semantics of all content words in the lexicon of the

artificial language. For example, the what-layer has units representing the meaning of

verb stems and nouns, such as a unit [Chase] and a unit [Cat], but no units representing

inflectional morphemes, auxiliaries, prepositions or relative pronouns. The where-layer

contains units which stand for thematic roles that represent the semantic relationship

between the verb and its arguments in a sentence. For example, the where-layer has

units representing the thematic roles of agent, patient, recipient, as well as action

roles. Sentence-specific semantic content is represented through temporary binding-by-

weight of the what- and where-layers. Such bindings are implemented by setting a

connection weight between appropriate units in these two layers to a constant positive

value. In this fashion, the what units can represent the meaning of a word irrespective

of the event role that word occupies in a particular sentence. Consider, for instance, the

sentence ��� ��� ������ ��� ��	 in which ��� ��� is the agent of transitive action.

To represent the meaning of this sentence, the agent unit in the where-layer would be

bound to the [Cat] concept unit in the what-layer by a connection weight. Similarly,

the patient unit in the where-layer would be linked to the [Dog] concept unit in the

what-layer and the action unit would be linked to the concept [Chase]. Activation

can then spread from the agent unit in the where-layer to the lexical semantics [Cat]

in the what-layer, but not from the agent unit to the [Dog] unit, since these two units

are not linked in the what-where-system for this particular sentence.

If ��� ��� assumes a different thematic role in another sentence, e.g., the patient

role in ��� ��	 ������ ��� ���, the [Cat] concept in the what-layer would be dy-

namically bound to the patient unit in the where-layer to represent this aspect of

sentence meaning. Hence, through the binding of roles and concepts, the message rep-

resentation of the Dual-path model allows cats to fill different event roles in different

sentences. At the same time, the role-independent representation of the lexical seman-
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tics of words in the what-layer retains the common meaning that all occurrences of

��� in different sentences share (cf. Chang, 2002, p. 619).

The second important aspect of the message-lexical system concerns the mapping

from concepts to words. The what- and word-layers are fully connected and the model

has to learn a ‘word tag’ in the word-layer for each concept in the what-layer. Once

this mapping is learned, the model can then productively use this word in different

thematic roles to describe novel events. On the other hand, the model can learn to use

novel words in familiar syntactic frames because the intended mapping from concepts

to word forms is independent of the specific event role ‘location’ which words occupy

in a sentence. Thus, the acquired one-to-one mapping of meanings to words combined

with the dynamic binding of concepts to roles in the what-where system enables the

model to achieve lexical generalization (see Chapter 6).

To summarize the description of this part of the message-lexical system, Figure 3.3

depicts how the conceptual content of the intransitive sentence ��� ��� ������ would

be represented in the what-where-system. The action role 0A in the where-layer
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Figure 3.3: Message encoding of the intransitive sentence ��� ��� ������.

is temporarily bound to the concept [Sleep] in the what-layer by a connection weight

and the patient role 0Y is temporarily bound to the concept [Cat] (the motivation for

specific event role assignments will be given in paragraph 3.5.3 below). During training,

the model learns to map the concepts [Cat] and [Sleep] in the semantic what-layer to

the corresponding word forms ��� and ����� in the word output layer.

The message-lexical system also contains an inverted copy of the what-where-

system (Figure 3.2, page 56). This subnetwork consists of the cwhat- and cwhere-

layers, the analogues to the what- and where-layers. These layers are sandwiched

between the cword- and hidden-layers in reverse order and can be thought of as a

comprehension counterpart to the what-where system. When the model produces

a lexical item at the word-layer, this word is fed back to the model’s cword-layer

on the next time-step. This cword input is mapped to concepts in the cwhat-layer

in a comprehension direction. The model has to learn this mapping in order to make

sense of its own production output. The cwhat-layer again has dynamic bindings

with the thematic roles in the cwhere-layer. These bindings are preset in identical
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fashion to the what-where bindings before sentence production begins. The purpose

of this subsystem is to inform the hidden-layer at each point in processing about which

thematic role a previously produced word occupied. Consider the sentences ��� ���

������ ��� ��	 and ��� ��� �
���� and suppose the model has just produced the

constituent ��� at the word-layer. Then this word is copied back as input to the model

at the cword-layer. For the network it could be the beginning of the transitive or

the intransitive structure. In order to produce the intended structure the hidden-layer

needs to activate the correct sequence of roles in the where-layer. Hence, the model

needs to know the event role of ��� in the conceptual structure of the target sentence,

otherwise it does not know how to continue from here. The reversed what-where-sys-

tem which feeds into the hidden-layer delivers precisely this kind of information. Once

��� is fed back to the cword-layer this will activate the concept [Cat] in the cwhat-

layer (provided the model has already learned this comprehension mapping). Since

[Cat] is dynamically linked to a specific thematic role in the cwhere-layer, activation

spreads along this connection and switches on a role unit which informs the hidden-

layer about the thematic role of the previously produced word (���). In addition to the

cwhere-layer, there is a cwhere2-layer which functions similar to the context-layer

working memory in the sequencing system. At each point in time the cwhere2 units

sum the current activation state of the cwhere units and the previous activation state

of the cwhere2 units. In contrast to the cwhere units, which activate only the most

recent role, the chwere2 units provide the hidden-layer with a time-averaged history

of previously activated roles.

The cwhere- and cwhere2-layers can only accurately inform the hidden-layer

about previously produced roles if the model has learned the correct cword-cwhat

mapping, i.e., if it understands the meaning of the words it uttered. The error signal

which is backpropagated from the word-layer downwards, however, rapidly decays as

the number of layers increases over which the error is distributed. It is too weak to ad-

just the cword-cwhat connections during learning. Hence the cwhat-layer received

its own error signal from the previous time-step what-layer activation state. Initially,

the target activation state of the what-layer is not very distinctive because the model

does not activate the correct where roles at the beginning of training. It becomes more

distinct and reliable over time only if the model learns to sequence where roles appro-

priately. Thus, the assembly of inverted layer duals in the message-lexical pathway cre-

ates a learning problem with non-trivial dependencies. Consider again the sentence ���

��� ������ ��� ��	. In order to produce the intended active transitive construction,

the model must perform two main tasks in the meaning system, (i) sequence appropriate

thematic roles in the right order at the where-layer, and (ii) map the conceptual content

to correct word forms. That is, for example, towards the end of the sentence the model

must activate ��� ��	 as the patient of the event in the message and map [Dog] to ��	.

To learn (ii), the lexical semantics of ��	, the model must learn (i), role sequencing, be-

cause role sequencing precedes the meaning-to-form mapping in the production process.

Task (i) is controlled by the hidden-layer whose activation state relies on information

coming from the cwhere-cwhere2 system about previously produced roles. The signal
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from this subsystem derives from the cwhat activation state which is a function of how

well the model comprehends the words it hears from itself. As outlined above, however,

comprehension at the cwhat-layer depends on the activation state of the what-layer

which in turn depends on role sequencing at the where-layer. Hence, role assignment

and word production/comprehension are tightly coupled. The model learns to identify

the thematic roles that words occupy in the semantics of a sentence it generates itself,

and concurrently it learns the meaning of words. In this way, the model “bootstrap[s]

word learning, by incrementally learning to comprehend the previously produced se-

mantics” (Chang, 2002, p. 620). There is evidence that adults assign thematic roles

incrementally in sentence comprehension (Sedivy et al., 1999) and that observed events

actively influence this incremental assignment (Knoeferle et al., 2005). In learning the

meaning of words, children must infer intended referents of words in the speech they

hear and assign thematic roles in observed events. To draw on visual information in

an environment shared with the speaker, they require selective attention mechanisms

which guide their attention to relevant aspects of the visual field. They also require joint

attention capabilities to pick out intended referents in word learning. Evidence from the

work of Tomasello (1999, 2003) indicates that children have both these required abilities.

This suggests that the concurrency of incremental role assignment and word learning in

the Dual-path model does not rest on assumptions which might be beyond the capacities

of language learning children.

3.3.3 Event semantics-layer

The complete message-lexical system of the Dual-path model comprises the two what-

where-systems plus an event semantics-layer which projects directly into the hid-

den-layer (Figure 3.2, page 56). The event semantics holds information about the type

of event described by the target utterance. Specifically, it provides information about

the number of participants in an event. For this purpose the event semantics-layer

consists of units, or event features, which signal the presence of participants. An active

XX feature, for instance, would signal the presence of a causer or an agent, a ZZ feature

would signal the presence of a goal, recipient or location. Depending on the artificial

language and learning conditions, the event semantics can have additional features, e.g.,

a feature AA for the action in an event, a feature DD for prepositions, features PAST,

PRES for tense, and SIMP, PROG for aspect. For a multi-clause language with a complex

syntax, additional features are required to signal the relative prominence of basic events,

or to specially mark other participant features. The following chapter is devoted entirely

to optimizing the representations in the event semantics of such a language for learning

and generalization. To give an example, if the event is an instance of the agent-patient

construction, typically expressed by an active transitive sentence such as ��� �����

	
�	�� ��� ������, the event semantics would signal the presence of an agent by

activating the feature XX, the presence of a patient by activating the feature YY, and

(optionally) activate the action feature AA, the past tense feature PAST, and the simple

aspect feature SIMP. This pattern of activation would be fully set in the event seman-
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tics-layer prior to sentence production and remain active without change in the course

of production.

The event semantics provides the conceptual structure of an event which the model

experiences while trying to predict the next word in a sequence. It constrains the

model’s output in that it encodes the number of participants in the target utterance

and their semantic relationship. Moreover, the event semantics specifies the relative

prominence of participants in an event. Higher activation of one feature over another

signals the higher prominence of the corresponding participant. The more prominent a

role feature is, the sooner the model produces the word associated with this role in the

output sequence. Consider the sentence from above in passive voice ��� ������� ��

	��	�
 �� ��� ����. The two sentences are not distinguished in terms of the number

of participants, their semantic roles, tense or aspect, or their conceptual content in the

what-where-system. To encode the distinction between active and passive structures

in the event semantics, the prominence of the YY feature relative to the XX feature can

vary. This is implemented through a reduction of activation of the XX feature relative

to its default level (see Figure 3.4). In other words, if an active structure is intended to
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Figure 3.4: Marking the active/passive distinction in the event semantics.

express the message, both agent and patient features in the event semantics have the

same level of activation. If the passive construction is intended, the agent feature XX is

reduced relative to the patient feature YY. This biases the model towards activating the

Y role prior to the X role in the where-layer and hence to produce ��� ������� before

��� ���� in the word output sequence.

In visual processing, aspects of the perceived scene are organized into figure and

ground. Which aspect is categorized as figure and which as ground depends on the at-

tentional focus. Reversing the attentional focus, one aspect of a scene can alternate be-

tween figure and ground. The way the active/passive alternation is encoded in the event

semantics is analogous to the figure-ground alignment in visual perception. Differential

activation of features in the event semantics-layer encodes the relative prominence

of corresponding thematic roles in the message. By reducing the XX feature activa-

tion in the passive construction, the model’s attention is focused on the patient role Y,
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thus bringing it to the foreground and forcing the X role, corresponding to the reduced

feature XX, into the background. This principle is also used to encode other syntactic

alternations in the language. It is important to point out, however, that the event seman-

tics does not provide the model with syntactic frame information because the features

in the event semantics do not map onto syntactic roles one-to-one. The model develops

its syntactic representations through learning.

The Dual-path model is endowed with semantic role variables in the where-layer.

These variables become instantiated through fast-changing weight bindings with con-

cept nodes in the what-layer. This mechanism was designed to enable generalization of

novel constituents to familiar syntactic frames. It is not sufficient for symbolic behavior,

however, to equip a connectionist system with such variables unless the system is able

to properly use these variables. The Dual-path model can use these variables if it learns

to activate the appropriate where-layer roles of the sentence message in the right order,

and has learned the lexical semantics for the what-layer concepts temporarily bound to

these roles. The event semantics-layer feeds directly into the hidden-layer of the se-

quencing system and guides the use of the role variables. It provides information about

which structure the sequencing system should select in order to produce all variables

in the message. Activation differences between features in the event semantics-layer

help the model activate the correct sequence of role variables. In the words of Chang,

Dell, and Bock (2006), “the event semantics helps the sequencing system learn lan-

guage-specific frames for conveying particular sets of roles by giving the sequencing

system information about the number of arguments and their relative prominence” (p.

242). Without event semantics the Dual-path model does not have access to the in-

tended message. Consequently it cannot exploit sentence-specific semantic features to

constrain the sequencing process. Its word predictions are based on previously pro-

duced words only. The Dual-path model without event semantics still has thematic role

variables in the message-lexical system and acquires syntactic frames in the sequencing

system, but was nonetheless shown inferior to the Dual-path model with event seman-

tics in terms of a variety of generalization tasks (cf. Chang, 2002, pp. 625). This suggests

that variables alone are not sufficient architecturally to exhibit symbolic generalization

unless the use of these variables is supported appropriately.

3.4 Production sample

The Dual-path model architecture is quite complex, and so is the flow of information

during learning and production. It will therefore be helpful to walk through the produc-

tion process step-by-step by means of a concrete example. Consider the prepositional

dative sentence ��� ���� ���� 	
 � �� �� ��� ���.6 It is assumed that the model is

trained and produces this sample sentence correctly. I will focus on the quintessential

processes in a model subject which has learned to produce sentences in the intended

way. Thus, I will describe an idealized production event.

6Note that the present tense morpheme �� is treated as a separate lexical item.
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Before production begins the model is initialized. All learnable connection weights

in the network are set to those values that developed in the model during training.

The training procedure is described in more detail in the appendix and the subsequent

chapters. The context-layer units are initialized to a value of 0.5. Next, the complete

Sentence ��� ���� ���� 	
 � �� �� ��� ���

Thematic roles X (agent) A (action) Y (theme) Z (recipient)

Concepts The, Girl Give A, Toy The, Cat

Event semantics XX=1.0 PRES, SIMP=1.0 YY=1.0 ZZ=0.5

Table 3.1: Message components for the target utterance.

message for the target sentence is set in the message-lexical system prior to produc-

tion and this message will not be manipulated externally in the production process.

The message associated with the target sentence is shown in Table 3.1. First, all the-

matic roles in the message are linked with the appropriate concepts by creating synaptic

connections between the corresponding units in the where- and what-layers. These

connections are set to a fixed arbitrary value which is sufficient to ensure that an ac-

tive where-layer node activates the target what-layer node. Furthermore, the value of

these connections needs to be such that both pathways in the model can make a bal-

anced contribution to the overall production process. A smaller value will give more

weight to the sequencing system, a larger value more to the message-lexical system. In

the above example, the agent unit X in the where-layer gets linked with the concepts

[The] and [Girl] in the what-layer, the action node A is linked with the verb stem

concept [Give], the theme unit Y is linked with the indefinite article [A] and [Toy],

and the recipient unit Z is linked with [The] and [Cat]. The same sentence-specific

connections are set in reverse direction between the cwhat- and the cwhere-layers of

the model, the cwhere2-layer is initialized like the context-layer. Secondly, the event

semantics component of the message is set. In the example, the XX and YY features are

switched to 1.0, and the ZZ feature is switched to 0.5. This pattern of activation sig-

nals to the sequencing system that a transfer construction with three participants is

intended and the activation value of the recipient feature, which is lower than baseline,

biases the model towards expressing the message with a prepositional dative instead

of a ditransitive sentence. If the ditransitive alternation ��� ���� ���� 	
 ��� ��� �

�� had been intended the recipient feature would have been set to 1.0. As in case of

the active/passive alternation differential activation encodes the relative prominence of

roles, and a feature reduction takes the corresponding role out of the attentional focus.

Finally, the present tense feature PRES and the simple aspect feature SIMP are turned on

in the event semantics-layer.

The Dual-path model operates on a discrete time scale, the production event is sub-

divided into ticks and each tick corresponds to one word. After the model is initialized

and the message is set in the described way production starts on the first tick with no

word input. Activation spreads from the uniformly active context-layer and from the
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event semantics-layer to the hidden-layer of the sequencing system. Connections be-

tween these layers have been trained, hence the hidden-layer activates the agent role X

in the where-layer and consequently both concepts [The] and [Girl] will be activated

in the what-layer. Activation also spreads from the hidden-layer to the compress-

layer where the sequencing system represents grammatical word categories (Chapter

5). Since the model has learned the meaning of words, the message-lexical system ac-

tivates the lexical items ��� and ���� at the word-layer. Both lexical items become

available for production. The compress-layer, however, activates only the determiner

category because all sentences in the input started with either a definite or indefinite

article. The activation from both pathways is summed, thus the sequencing system

enforces the article and the model produces ��� on the first tick.

After the definite article is produced, ��� is copied back to the cword-layer on

the second tick. Now activation spreads through both pathways to the hidden-layer.

The previous time-step activation pattern of the hidden-layer is supplied by the con-

text-layer as an additional input. In the comprehension system of the model, ��� is

mapped to the concept [The] which activates the X role in the cwhere-layer because

the produced article is part of the noun phrase that is associated with this role. Simi-

larly, the Z role in the cwhere-layer is active because the noun phrase associated with

Z also uses the definite article. The cwhere2-layer, on the other hand, is silent because

the cwhere-layer was inactive on the first tick. In the sequencing system, the article

is mapped to the determiner category in the ccompress-layer. In the input language,

articles were always followed by nouns, hence the hidden-layer activates the noun

category in the compress-layer. From the message-lexical system, the hidden-layer

receives ambiguous information since both the agent role X and the recipient role Z are

activated by the definite article at the cwhere-layer. Consequently, the sequencing sys-

tem is uncertain which role should be activated next in the where-layer. At this point

in processing, statistical information from the training corpus helps the model in select-

ing a role. Passive datives, such as ��� �	� �
 ����� 	 �� �� ��� ����, were absent

from the learning environment in the condition from which this processing example is

drawn. Because the dative structure itself is signaled by the event semantics, and the

model never experienced a dative with a sentence-initial recipient it opts against the Z

role and strongly activates the agent role X at the where-layer instead. Again, the con-

cepts [The] and [Girl] are activated at the what-layer and therefore the corresponding

lexical items at the word-layer. This time, however, the compress-layer does not sup-

port articles but favors all nouns at the word output. Therefore the model produces

���� on the second tick.

On the third tick, ���� is copied to the cword-layer and the model continues the

production process. In a trained state, the model comprehends its own word predic-

tions. Thus it activates [Girl] at the cwhat-layer which now unambiguously identifies

the previous role as the agent role X in the cwhere-layer, due to the preset synaptic

bindings between these layers. This causes the hidden-layer to sequence the action

unit A next at the where-layer and triggers the activation of the concept [Give] at the

what- and ultimately the transfer verb ���� at the word-layer. This prediction is in
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accord with the word class prediction in the sequencing system, so ���� gets produced.

A change to this routine occurs on the fourth tick. The cwhere-layer signals to the

hidden-layer that the action role A has been sequenced on the previous tick. Accord-

ing to the event semantics the intended message conveys a non-continuous event in

the present. The knowledge to activate the tense marker �� resides in the sequencing

system because the action role A is linked only to the verb stem in the what-where-

system. Thus, the message-lexical system stays largely inactive and the compress-layer

activates the tense morpheme at the word output.

After the verb form is complete the model needs to decide whether to express the

message with a prepositional or a double object dative. The choice is between sequenc-

ing the theme role Y or the recipient role Z next. The previously produced words and

roles are neutral between these options. Moreover, in either case the sequencing path-

way must activate the determiner category next. At this juncture between syntactic

alternations, the hidden-layer relies exclusively on the semantic information from the

event semantics-layer which biases the model towards the prepositional dative ren-

dering of the message, because the YY feature is more active than the ZZ feature. Hence,

the model produces the indeterminate article � on the fifth, and the noun �	
 on the

sixth tick. The structural choice between syntactic alternations is made and the se-

quencing system generates the preposition �	 after the theme of the prepositional da-

tive construction. Since function words such as prepositions are not encoded in the

message, the sequencing system draws on learned statistical regularities to produce the

preposition. It is aided by the context-layer which supplies the activation state of the

hidden-layer on the previous tick and this ‘sequential context’ informs the sequencing

system that the dative theme is complete and a prepositional phrase should be produced.

When �	 is fed back to the cword-layer, the cwhere-layer stays silent, because the

preposition is not thematically or conceptually represented in the what-where-sys-

tem. The cwhere2-layer, however, has recorded all roles which have been produced so

far. This is due to the time-averaging of the previous activation state of both layers in

the cwhere2-layer. Thus, it signals to the hidden-layer that the agent, action and the

theme role have been sequenced already. The model uses this cumulative history along-

side the constructional information from the event semantics to activate the recipient

role Z at the where-layer on the next two ticks. This leads to the production of ���

���. On the final time step all units representing thematic roles in the intended message

are fully turned on at the cwhere2-layer. The where-layer roles are almost completely

silent. The model knows that all participants which are encoded in the event semantics

have been generated and the sequencing system produces the period symbol ‘’ to mark

the end of the sentence.

The Dual-path model production process can be summarized as follows. Words are

incrementally activated from the sentence-specific semantic content in the message-lex-

ical system. The sequencing system constrains this process by enforcing the gramma-

ticality word category sequences, and provides the functional constituents in the target

utterance. This system is guided by statistical regularities in the learning environment

and the conceptual structure of the intended message in the event semantics. At the out-
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put layer there is a competition between the message-lexical and the sequencing path-

way for the subsequent word slot. The interplay of different kinds of representations in

the separate pathways—the sentence-specific content of the message-lexical system and

the abstract syntactic frames in the sequencing system—is the key to felicitous sentence

production in the model.

The Dual-path model does not implement any particular psycholinguistic theory of

sentence production. Yet, the model’s production process can vaguely be compared with

one of the most influential such theory by Levelt which pictures sentence production as a

linear progression of successive stages: conceptualization, formulation, articulation, and

self-monitoring (Levelt, 1989). In the Dual-path model setting the preverbal message in

the meaning system can be viewed as the conceptualization stage. Conceptualization is

achieved by a planning system which, strictly speaking, is external to the model. One

aspect of formulation in Levelt’s theory is grammatical encoding to select a sentence

surface form. Roughly, this stage corresponds to the model utilizing the event seman-

tics to chose between syntactic alternatives which express the intended message. In the

Dual-path model, though, grammatical encoding is accomplished incrementally during

production and does not precede articulation. The model only selects a syntactic form

at structural choice points in a sentence, not prior to production. The incrementality

of grammatical encoding in the model will be demonstrated in Chapter 5. Articulation

occurs in the model when activation spreads along both pathways and a word is se-

lected based on competition or cooperation between the two functionally independent

subsystems. This output is fed back to the model in the self-monitoring stage in which

it is processed in a comprehension direction. Lexical meaning and thematic roles are

assigned to the monitored constituent to guide further production of the target word

sequence.

3.5 Model assumptions

Experimental results obtained by computational modelling should always be evaluated

against the strongest assumptions underlying the model. It is therefore crucial to put

these assumptions in plain view, so that the significance of results can be assessed with-

out in-depth study of the model itself. I follow the classification of assumptions from

Table 1 in Chang et al. (2006, p. 240) and the discussion therein.

3.5.1 Learning assumptions

A fundamental assumption underlying the Dual-path model (and many other connecti-

onist models) is that language learning occurs qua processing. There are three aspects

to this learning-as-processing assumption.

Learning-as-processing First, it is assumed that language acquisition is an instance

of implicit learning. Knowledge of a language develops incrementally by fine-tuning
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the processor to the task of mapping semantic representations onto appropriate sentence

forms. This knowledge is non-declarative and not accessible to deliberate recall. In the

Dual-path model, experience-driven implicit learning corresponds to adjusting the con-

nection weights in response to the statistical contingencies in the training environment.

Secondly, implicit knowledge develops gradually in the very processor itself. There is no

special mechanism external to the processor which provides syntactic knowledge in sen-

tence production. The production system itself embodies this knowledge and it is only

manifest in performance. The Dual-path model does not induce syntactic knowledge

from training patterns to store this knowledge in a dedicated memory. Rather, syntactic

knowledge develops in the connectivity between layers in the processor. Even though

the model is structured, all syntactic knowledge resides in a single set of connection

weights which is the functional core of learning, knowledge representation and pro-

cessing in the model. This conception of learning and processing has been advocated in

several psychological models (e.g., Gupta and Cohen, 2002, Botvinick and Plaut, 2004).

And third, the Dual-path model incorporates a continuity assumption. It is assumed

that the mechanisms which drive language acquisition continue to function from child-

hood through adulthood. In the network, individual nodes saturate during learning

and synaptic plasticity decreases. Thus, it becomes increasingly inflexible over time.

Nonetheless, the model’s basic learning and processing mechanism remains essentially

the same at all stages of development.

Prediction error The Dual-path model learns in a situated comprehension mode, in

which it receives external linguistic input and has access to the meaning of these ut-

terances. At each word position, it predicts the next word in the overheard utterance.

The difference between the internal predictions and the external input is then used to

adjust the strength of the model’s connection weights. Thus, it is assumed that human

language learners engage in word prediction during comprehension and are sensitive

to mismatches between internal predictions and external sentence input. Pickering and

Garrod (2007) argue that prediction and imitation in the production system is used in

comprehension and combined with the linguistic input in a dynamic way. On their view,

the rapidity of human comprehension can be explained if the comprehension system re-

cruits the production system to emulate external production through covert prediction.

Evidence for prediction in comprehension comes from a number of psycholinguistic

studies of sentence processing (Altmann and Kamide, 1999; Knoeferle et al., 2005) and

evidence for the activation of the production system during comprehension has been

found in neuro-imaging studies of speech perception (Watkins et al., 2003; Heim et al.,

2003).

MacWhinney (2005) has argued that prediction error might be the basis of power-

ful learning mechanisms in language acquisition. In comprehension, the learner com-

pares word predictions from her own production system with the word sequence she

hears. Detected discrepancies between predictive expectations and actual input are uti-

lized to learn syntactic structure. In production, the learner monitors her own word
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output to recover from structural errors and overgeneralization. MacWhinney suggests

that these learning strategies—receptive and expressive monitoring, respectively—might

jointly overcome the ’logical problem of language acquisition’.

3.5.2 Architectural assumptions

The architectural assumptions which the Dual-path model was built on have partially

been motivated before. I briefly recall them here.

Two pathways The model has separate meaning and sequencing systems which com-

pete for the next word slot at the output layer. A growing body of evidence suggests

that there is a dissociation between linguistic capacities associated with lexical-semantic

and syntactic knowledge. This evidence supports theories according to which distinct

aspects of language processing are subserved by different neurocognitive systems, or

even different cortical areas. Ullman (2001) provides a survey of this evidence for ’du-

al-system’ models with respect to grammatical processing and lexical memory from

several domains such as neurological and developmental disorders, functional imaging,

and psycholinguistics. The Dual-path model is consistent with these findings in that

knowledge of syntactic frames and lexical semantics are acquired in functionally and

physically distinct subsystems.

SRN sequencing In the Dual-path model, sequencing is accomplished by a simple re-

current network (Elman, 1990, 1991) which learns temporal contingencies in the input

by means of a simplified working-memory system (context). SRNs have been used suc-

cessfully in many cognitive domains which require learning sequential structure such

as artificial grammar learning (Cleeremans, 1993), discrimination learning (Christiansen

and Curtin, 1999a), routine action performance (Botvinick and Plaut, 2004), and natural

language processing (see Christiansen and Chater (1999a) for an overview). Thus, it has

been demonstrated in many domains that SRNs exhibit a similar sensitivity to sequential

dependencies as human subjects.

3.5.3 Representational assumptions

There are two important assumptions underlying the Dual-path model which govern

the way linguistic information is represented in the model.

what-where separation The conceptual content of a sentence is represented by dy-

namic bindings between concepts in the what-layer and thematic roles in the where-

layer. The notion of fast-changing synaptic binding through spontaneous synaptogen-

esis is not well supported neuroscientifically, but for my purposes it is not critical how

theses bindings are realized. What is important are the computational properties of rep-

resentations that connect two separate systems with temporary bindings, regardless of
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the specific biophysical realization of binding in the human brain. These representa-

tions are motivated by the functional distinction between object recognition and spatial

location in visual processing described in Ungerleider and Mishkin (1982). Through le-

sioning of the brains of macaque monkeys, they discovered a bifurcation between two

anatomical pathways in the primate visual system, the ventral and the dorsal stream.

The former is involved in the identification of objects, while the latter communicates

the location of objects. Generalizing functional mappings from monkeys to humans is

not unproblematic. Neuroimaging experiments, however, also support the idea of func-

tionally dissociable processing systems for object recognition and spatial location in in

human visual perception (Haxby et al., 1991). Several other neuroimaging studies have

since strengthened the case for functionally and anatomically distinct processes in the

visual system that encode ‘what’ and ‘where’ information (Smith et al., 1995; Mecklinger

and Pfeifer, 1996; Mecklinger and Müller, 1996).

XYZ roles A second representational assumption concerns the assignment of the-

matic roles to sentence constituents. The Dual-path model of Chang, Dell, and Bock

(2006) uses three thematic roles—X, Y, and Z—to encode the semantic relationship be-

tween event participants. These roles are represented by units at the where-layer and

by role features in the event semantics-layer. The X role is assigned to agents, causes

and stimuli, the Y role to patients, themes and experiencers, and the Z role to goals,

locations, recipients and benefactors. This encoding does not follow any specific lin-

guistic theory of thematic roles, although it combines aspects from several such theories

(Dowty, 1991; Goldberg, 1995; Levin and Rappaport Hovav, 1995). The prime motivation

for the XYZ role encoding, according to Chang et al. (2006), was to develop a thematic

role representation which reflects the sequential process of scene analysis and approxi-

mates the movement of attention in visual processing. Evidence from several studies of

language processing suggests that both comprehension and production are influenced

by selective attention to spatial regions in observed scenes (Griffin and Bock, 2000;

Knoeferle et al., 2005).

In the XYZ role representation, the Y role is assigned to the event participant which

is most saliently affected, moved or changed by the action in an event. In the artificial

languages I will mainly be using, this includes the subject of intransitives (��� ��� in

the sentence ��� ��� ������) and transitive objects (��� 	
� in ��� ��� ������ ���

	
�). It also includes objects which are transferred in dative events (��� �
� in ���

��� ���� ��� �
� �
 � 	
�). The X role is assigned to transitive and dative subjects

only. The Z role is assigned to recipients in datives and oblique objects (��� �
� in

��� ��� ���� ��� ��� �
�). Perhaps the most unconventional feature of the XYZ

representation is that intransitive agents and transitive patients are assigned the same

Y role. This treatment was motivated in Chang et al. (2006) by a study of Goldin-

Meadow and Mylander (1998) on gesture in deaf children of non-signing parents. It

was found that these children tend to gesture about intransitive agents and transitive

patients before gesturing about actions which Chang et al. (2006, p. 241) interpret as
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evidence that “there is a prelinguistic basis for treating them as the same role”. I adopted

this role assignment convention throughout.

3.6 Past research with the Dual-path model

The Dual-path model was first introduced in Chang (2002). In this paper, it was investi-

gated to what extent the model exhibits symbolic generalization capacities. For instance,

it was tested whether the model was able to produce familiar words in novel slots,

whether it could produce the identity frames mentioned in Section 3.1.3, and whether it

could produce novel adjective-noun pairs. By comparing the Dual-path model to simi-

lar production model architectures, it was shown that the model was superior in terms

of these generalization tasks. In this way, it could be demonstrated that several Dual-

path model features were essential for generalization. The binding-by-weight feature

in the what-where-system, for example, enabled the model to produce familiar words

in novel slots, whereas a binding-by-space message which used similar thematic roles

was not satisfactory. It was also shown that thematic role variables were not suffi-

cient to produce identity frames (a blicket is a blicket) unless the model was equipped

with an event semantics-layer which guided the use of these variables. Moreover, it

was shown that the separation of pathways was conducive in all generalization tasks.

Linking the pathways contaminated the representations in the sequencing system with

lexical-semantic information and prevented the Dual-path model from learning fully ab-

stract syntactic frames. Since generalization is a critical aspect of language acquisition,

and therefore a benchmark for models of syntactic development, this model comparison

provided computational support for some of the basic architectural and representational

assumptions behind the Dual-path model. The dual pathway assumption was indepen-

dently supported by a demonstration of the model’s ability to account for some double

dissociations in aphasics—e.g., between function and content words and light and heavy

verbs—when lesioned selectively in either of the two pathways.

While the Chang (2002) study was mainly concerned with motivating the Dual-

path model architecture and its representational assumptions in a wide range of gener-

alization tasks, the study of Chang et al. (2006) focussed on testing whether the model

was able to account for sentence processing data, both in children and adults. In this

study the model was applied to explain experimental data from three methodologi-

cal paradigms which tap into the use of syntactic representations: structural priming,

elicited production, and preferential looking. Speakers are inclined to reuse syntactic

structures across sentences they produce. For instance, when exposed to a prepositional

dative sentence prior to describing a pictured event, people are more likely to use a prep-

ositional dative in that description rather than the double-object dative which could be

used to express the same meaning. This effect is called syntactic priming (Bock, 1986;

Bock and Loebell, 1990). The Dual-path model approach hypothesized that syntactic

priming is a form of implicit learning. Priming in the model resulted from small changes

in the connection strength between units of the learning mechanism during the process-
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ing of the prime structure, and Chang et al. (2006) were able to qualitatively match and

explain a variety of structural priming data in adults using the model. Priming in the

model, for example, was persistent over lag (filler sentences), was insensitive to lex-

ical and morphological overlap between prime and target, and differentially sensitive

to meaning, depending on the prime-target alternation. These findings were consistent

with human priming data from a number of previous studies (see Chang et al., 2006, p.

263 for details).

In the same study, the Dual-path model was tested on how well it matched data

from language acquisition in several tasks. Chang, Dell & Bock found, for instance, that

structural priming occurred also during syntactic development not merely in an adult

state at the end of learning. Furthermore, preferential looking preceded elicited produc-

tion in the model when tested on transitive frames. Transitives preceded intransitives in

preferential looking and the transitive construction developed in a verb-specific way in

production. Again, these results were broadly consistent with what is known on these

issues in developmental psycholinguistics.

Most recently, the Dual-path model has been used in a cross-linguistic study of En-

glish and Japanese (Chang, 2008). Since the semantic features in the model’s message

are generic and the model learns to map messages onto grammatical forms, the model

could be applied to languages other than English. In this study, it is demonstrated that

the Dual-path model was able to learn artificial English- and Japanese-like languages

and displayed language-specific behavior which matched human behavior with respect

to heavy NP shift and lexical accessibility in production. For instance, the model ex-

hibited the short-before-long NP preference in English and the long-before-short NP

preference in Japanese, and thus could explain shift direction in both languages in a

single mechanism. In addition, the model showed a preference to order animate be-

fore inanimate NPs in English and Japanese because it was sensitive to distributional

properties in the input which support this ordering.

To summarize, the Dual-path model is tying together language learning and sen-

tence production which have traditionally been studied separately in psycholinguistics.

Since learning and processing take place in the same mechanism, the model offers a uni-

fied approach to acquisition and adult production. In the three studies of Chang (2002,

2008) and Chang et al. (2006), the Dual-path model was tested in a wide variety of

acquisition, generalization and processing tasks. The findings indicate that the model’s

behavior is largely consistent with human performance in these tasks. This provides

converging evidence that the model captures important aspects of human syntactic de-

velopment and sentence production in a formal theory of learning and processing. In

the remainder of this thesis, I will attempt to adduce further support for this claim from

the domain of complex natural language syntax.




